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King Philip’s final moments were ones filled with both exquisite splendor and brutal 

pain. Imagine the day. You are the King of both Macedon and Hegemon of the 

Corinthian League, controlling both Macedon and greater Greece. Your vanguard in 

already in Persia, with plans to invade with your main army already in motion. Even your 

day to day activities can draw great attention. This day, in particular, is a momentous one, 

your daughter married off to one of your greatest allies and supporter. After a day of 

festivities, you walk out of the theater, flanked by your heir apparent, Alexander. With 

your bodyguards at a distance, you walk confidently, flanked on all sides by statues of 

gods and your own effigy placed among them, proclaiming your power. Suddenly, a cry 

from your men. You hear the name of a former bodyguard, a former lover, shouted into 

the air, but that is the last thing you hear. The sharp pain of cold steel fills your entire 

perception as the assassin’s blade is plunged into your body. You struggle to speak as you 

fall to the ground, to feel no more.  
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 This is the reality that faced King Philip II of Macedon in his final moments and 

the sequence of events that spawned the controversy that rages among scholars to this 

day. While it is well known and agreed upon that Philip’s bodyguard Pausanias was the 

one who killed the king, there have been numerous arguments over the years contending 

a conspiracy behind Pausanias, composed of people who convinced him to do it. 

According to conspiracy theorists, the most likely suspects were Olympia, Alexander, or 

both working together. Drawing upon ancient sources that document the struggles and 

fights behind the highly regarded Macedonians, they paint a picture of premeditated 

regicide, committed by the highest echelons of Macedonian royalty.  

 In this paper, I asses the modern theories concerning the conspiracy to assassinate 

Philip II of Macedon, checking their claims against evidence provided by surviving 

ancient sources. Examining where authors get their information from and how they use it 

offers insight into which arguments are valid and which ones are not. While there are 

many arguments about Philip’s assassination conspiracy, I will address five most 

common theories. The most likely theory naming Alexander as the main conspirator 

behind his father’s assassination. 

 The perpetrators named in these theories include Olympias, brothers of the 

Lyncestian family, the Persians, Pausanias alone, and even Alexander himself. For 

Olympias, the mother of Alexander and one of Philip’s wives, scholars paint the picture 

of a jealous woman, who was jealous of her own fall from grace and feared for 

Alexander’s succession as well.  There is also the theory of Lyncestian family, 

specifically three brothers, two of whom were convicted and killed in antiquity for their 

supposed role in the assassination. In addition, there is also the theory of Persian 
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involvement. Using letters sent by Alexander himself, some argue the old enemy, which 

Philip had recently started aggressions with, had facilitated Philip’s death. Furthermore, 

there is the theory that Pausanias acted alone. Driven by a personal grudge against the 

king, Pausanias wielded the knife for his own motives, alone. Finally, there is Alexander. 

For the Alexander conspiracists, it is believed Philip was wavering on making Alexander 

the next king. Using the circumstances surround Philip’s death and Macedonian 

succession trends, the scholars attempt to prove Alexander’s complicity. It is important to 

note that many authors name other conspirators as a way of absolving Alexander of any 

blame, even if the evidence itself does not absolve him. 

  

Olympias 

There are few scholars who point to Olympias as the sole conspirator behind Philip’s 

death, but most acknowledge the anger Olympias held for Philip after he married his new 

wife Cleopatra. Pointing to Plutarch, scholars like Julia Heskel attempt to show the 

contempt Olympias had for Philip and point to this as Olympias’s motivation for killing 

Philip1. One interesting assertion Heskel makes in her writings is the idea that Philip 

married Olympias for political reasons, but he married Cleopatra for love. Because of this 

new love marriage, Olympias would be supplanted. In addition, if Cleopatra would have 

a son, he would supplant Alexander as king2. While Heskel contends the love marriage 

with Cleopatra is what truly unsettled Olympias, there is nothing in the primary sources 

to suggests this. However, while this specific connection can’t be proved through sources 

Heskel makes, there are still other scholars who assert that Olympias’s anger was real and 

1 Plutarch, Alexander 9.5  
2 Julia Heskel The Greek World in the Fourth Century (Routledge, 1997), 186. 
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could justifiably be use to name her a conspirator. While Heskel’s main point may not be 

provable, ancient sources like Plutarch do point out that both Olympias and Alexander 

began to chafe under Philip’s machinations.  

One of the scholars that does entirely dismiss Alexander, while still supposing 

Olympias could have done it, is John M O’Brien. Citing Justin Trogus, O’Brien states 

that after Pausanias was buried, Olympias supposedly visited his grave and glorified it3. 

While O’Brien dismisses the idea that Alexander had anything to do with father’s death, 

this act by Olympias would certainly make more sense if she herself was in some way 

involved.  

Interestingly, the reason O’Brien dismisses Alexander’s involvement is simply 

because it would have besmirched his reputation4. Alexander, the heir apparent, would 

have needed to be above reproach. This certainly makes sense given the idea that Philip 

still wanted Alexander as his successor, but it ignores evidence such as the shakiness of 

Macedonian succession, which is addressed later in this work.  

Finally, O’Brien notes that, in addition to Olympias’s guilt, is the fact that the 

bodyguards who killed Pausanias were Alexander’s friends, Leonnatus and Perdiccas. 

For this, he cites Diodorus 16.94.4. Looking at this passage, it seems Diodorus does name 

these men as friends and contemporaries of Alexander. While on the surface this does not 

prove anything, it adds to the intrigue and mystery of why Pausanias was killed before he 

had any chance to talk. This silence is reported in every ancient source and above 

reproach. One interesting aspect of this however, is that it is only Diodorus who names 

these men as friends of Alexander. While many ancient authors write that these men are 

3 John M. O’Brien Alexander the Great: The Invisible Enemy (Routledge, 1992), 38. 
4 Ibid., 38 
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or eventually become bodyguards of Alexander, only Diodorus names them as his 

friends.  

Olympias’s actions after Philip’s death have been the particular concern of other such 

scholar’s as well. Charles A. Robinson Jr, I his book Alexander the Great, writes that 

after Philip died, Olympias seized the moment to kill Cleopatra and her newborn son5. 

However, like O’Brien, Robinson’s proof is shaky at best. Citing no primary sources, 

Robinson attempts to capitalize on common stories told, which mean he has no backing 

for any of his theories. While Robinson general facts may be backed up, the general 

accusations he throws at Olympias have no backing, certainly not of her as the sole 

conspirator.  

Another author who implicates Olympias is John P. Mahaffy. Mahaffy, in addition to 

naming Olympias as a conspirator, completely dismisses Alexander as a conspirator. 

According to Mahaffy, Alexander’s youth dissuades him of any guilt, being only 20 at 

the time, but Olympias’s temper and devotion to Alexander makes her a more likely 

suspect.  Mahaffy states her crime would be far less heinous, making her the more likely 

candidate6. What is important to note is that Mahaffy gives no primary sources to back up 

his assertions. While most of what he writes about is common knowledge, especially of 

Olympias’ anger, the assertion that Alexander is innocent simply because of his age has 

no ground to stand on. On the surface of it, Mahaffy ignores the fact that, by this point, 

Alexander had already been on campaign with his father, among others having led the 

5 Charles A. Robinson, Alexander the Great (Franklin Watts Inc., 1963), 19. 
6 John P. Mahaffy, The Empire of Alexander the Great (Barnes and Nobel, 1898), 7. 
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cavalry at Chaeronea7. While I hesitate to compare Alexander’s prowess in battle with 

the ability to kill his father, the idea that Alexander’s age restricted him from doing 

anything is doubtful at best. 

One last author, who names Olympias alone as the planner of Philip’s murder, is 

Robin L Fox. In his book, Alexander the Great, Fox talks about how Olympias had a 

deep seated grudge against Philip and his new wife, Cleopatra. Fox mentions how their 

marriage was not only one of love, which would unseat her, Cleopatra was fully 

Macedonian, unlike Olympias who was from the neighboring kingdom of Epirus. As 

such, Philip’s new wife would supplant Olympias and any son would supplant Alexander. 

While Fox cites most of the usual evidence against Olympias8, the one connection he 

notes that other authors have not is the supposed fact that both Olympias and Pausanias 

were from Epirus. As such, Fox writes, Olympias could have become a secret advisor, 

who seized upon Pausanias’s frustrations with Philip, and drove him to kill the king9. 

While Fox does not cite any evidence to prove such, his argument also supports the 

normal supposition that Olympias was a dangerously emotional woman and queen. While 

it is difficult to fully flesh out Fox’s argument, given the other authors and the supporting 

evidence they cite, it seems likely Olympias had at least one hand in Philip’s murder, if 

not both of them.  

 

Lyncestian Brothers, Heromenes and Arrhabaios 

7 Ada-Maria Kuskowski, The Murder of Philip II of Macedon (The McGill Journal, 
2001), 33. 
8 Such evidence includes Olympias’ exile noted in Plutarch, her non-Macedonian status, 
and her anger towards Philip’s new marriage.  
9 Robin L. Fox, Alexander the Great (Penguin Books, 2004), 22. 
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Olympias is not the only Macedonian to be accused of being a conspirator to Philip’s 

assassination. In fact, at the time there were two people, brother, who were convicted of 

the crime and executed. Belonging to the Lyncestian family, these two brothers were 

convicted by a Macedonian council, of their part in Philips death and killed. Importantly, 

there was a third brother as well, but he was spared by Alexander himself when he was 

the first to proclaim Alexander king. One of the scholars, who agrees with the ancient 

conviction, is N.G.L. Hammond. In his writing, Hammond agrees that there was a 

conspiracy to kill Philip, except that Alexander had nothing to do with it. Hammond 

states, as others have, that Alexander was fully and firmly Philip successor. Citing battles 

such as Chaeronea and his position of privilege next to Philip at the wedding, Hammond 

attempts to prove that Alexander was secure in his position as heir and had nothing to 

fear, which others would attack in their statements that Alexander was a conspirator. 

Glossing over the volatility of Macedonia court politics, Hammond, citing the ruling of 

some Macedonian assembly, argues that it was the two Lyncestian brothers, along with 

Philip general Attalos, who were instead guilty of conspiring to kill Philip. Going along 

with this, Hammond also argues that it was because of Cleopatra’s relation to Attalos that 

her and her child were put to death, not the deadly machinations of the jealous 

Olympias 10. However, Hammond’s entire line of reasoning is suspect. Not only does he 

not cite any primary sources for any part of his argument that deviates from the usual 

story, the idea that the assassins conspired with Attalos is ridiculous. While the 

Macedonian assembly may have found evidence that the assassins conspired with him, 

this makes no sense taken at face value. Attalos was a favorite general of Philip, who was 

10 N.GL. Hammond, Philip of Macedon, (Ekdotike Athenon, 1980).  
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already in Persia, manning the vanguard of Philips armies. In addition, Philip married his 

sister and also refused to punish him when accused by Pausanias. Also why would 

Pausanias conspire with the guy who had him raped? This makes much more sense when 

paired with the idea that Alexander influenced the court to further convict these men. 

These were sons of royal blood who, regardless of their standing, did have claim to the 

throne. While Alexander did have Attalos killed, looking at Diodorus it is apparent 

Alexander feared his power and wanted him removed as soon as possible11. Furthermore, 

the idea that the brothers in some way helped is ridiculous. Not only were they distant 

from the act itself, unable to offer and support or protection their standing would afford, 

any advantage Pausanias had was gained through his own standing, both as Philip’s 

bodyguard and former lover. In the course of the assassination, the brother provided to 

discernable help, especially given the fact that Pausanias was swiftly killed after the deed. 

Finally, Hammond does not cite any sources for the Macedonian Assembly who 

convicted the brothers. This makes any of his claims based off of this unreliable at best. 

 

Persians 

While there is little modern scholarship that points to the Persians as the orchestrators 

of the assassinations, there are mentions of Persian involvement in ancient sources. For 

this, we must look Arrian and the Anabasis of Alexander. According to Arrian, Alexander 

himself sent a letter to Darius, talking about why he was invading and in it accused him 

of sending the assassin to kill Philip, his father. According the letter, Alexander knew 

about this because Darius himself had admitted to the act in other letters he had sent to 

11 Diodorus, Library 17.2.5 
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Alexander before12. However, even Arrian acknowledges there is no other proof for this, 

either for the letters or the idea that Darius sent an assassin.  

Given the lack of modern or ancient scholarship on this theory and the scant amount 

of evidence, it is unlikely the Persians were involved. While impossible to completely 

prove, given the lack of information, it is just as likely Alexander wrote these accusations 

to further support the Persian invasion. What is most interesting about Alexander’s 

accusation is that fact that he had already convicted the two Lyncestian brothers of 

conspiracy to kill his father. If it really was the Persians, then he was wrong about the 

brothers and if it was the brothers, then he is blatantly lying and trying to justify 

something, most likely an invasion.  

While the idea of conspiracy seems enticing, not all modern scholars are convinced 

someone else was involved. While I have already looked at Hammond and his argument 

that the brothers were involved, Hammond has also written about the idea that there was 

no conspiracy to begin with.  

Pausanias alone 

One of the first events Hammond examines is his argument for a solo assassin, is the 

supposed rift between Alexander and his father that develops over the proposed marriage 

alliance with the daughter of the Satrap of Caria, Pixadorus. Hammond proposes that this 

story was merely made up by Plutarch, that it makes no sense that Pixadorus would want 

a marriage alliance since he was under that control of the Persian King. As Hammond 

quotes “These talks would have had to been made in secret, yet they were public 

12 Arrian, Anabasis of Alexander 127 
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knowledge in Pella.13” Furthermore, how would Plutarch know of a conversation known 

only to Philip, Alexander, and Philotas, in which he berates Alexander. Most likely, 

Hammond asserts, Plutarch took this story from Satyrus’s Life of Philip. Apparently 

Justin, who also directly implicates Olympias, as Carney suggests, also gets his 

information from Satyrus. It is important to note that Hammond gives almost no primary 

source evidence to back this latest claim up. Furthermore, none of the other non-

conspiracy writers and certainly none of the conspiracy writers try to defame Plutarch in 

this manner. While I will argue that some of Plutarch’s story seems illogical, it is hard to 

dismiss all his writings like this, with little backup or proof. Hammond simply attempts to 

“logic” his way around Plutarch’s stories, with little more than his wit to back him up. 

His interpretation of the primary source, while accurate in its retelling of it, dismisses the 

story in its entirety. Without further primary source proof to back up his dismisses, it 

seems Hammond falls short on this argument.  

 While the arguments Hammond makes without primary sources are hard to 

substantiate, he doesn’t ignore primary sources completely when trying to disprove the 

conspiracy theories arguments. One of the most important supported counter arguments 

he makes involves the supposed conversation between Alexander and Pausanias that the 

conspiracy theorists state establishes the link the between the two and shows Alexander 

and Olympias had a hand in Philip’s death. Hammond uses the same passages from 

Plutarch, Alexander 10.4., but looks at it in a very different light. Mostly, he asks the 

question of how Plutarch would know Alexander and Pausanias had this conversation14. 

1313 N.G.L. Hammond, Philip of Macedon (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press), 
174. 
14 Hammond, Philip of Macedon, 175. 
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Given that it would out them both, especially Alexander, it is very unlikely either would 

reveal this incriminating conversation to an outside source.  

Hammond takes this argument further by stating that Pausanias was originally mad at 

Philip and didn’t need an outside source like Alexander and Olympias egging him on to 

kill the King, like the conspiracy theorist claim he needed. He quotes a passage from 

Aristotle’s Politics, which reveals that Pausanias was not only mad at Attalus for having 

him raped, but Philip for not adequately punishing Attalus15. As Hammond asserts, this 

establishes the personal motive of the assassin Pausanias. If he was truly angry with 

Philip for not avenging him for the rape, he theoretically could have just killed him. 

Based strictly on Aristotle’s interpretation of Pausanias’s anger, this theory has merit. 

The effect of the rape is also the subject of another anti-conspiracy theorist’s argument as 

well, Kuskowski.  

 Ada-Maria Kuskowski is another anti-conspiracy writer who attempts to further 

her argument by disproving the conspiracy that there was anyone but Pausanias involved. 

As Kuskowski notes, the date of Pausanias rape is debated, but is probably around eight 

years old by the time of the assassination. This date corresponds to the last Illyrian war 

mentioned by both Diodorus and Justin16. While I cannot find the corresponding primary 

sources that Kuskowski mentions, the amount of other secondary sources she cites seem 

adequate enough to accept this interpretation of the date citing both Hammond’s Philip of 

Macedon and Carney’s The Politics of Polygamy: Olympias, Alexander and the Murder 

of Philip. The conspiracy side uses this long interval as proof that Pausanias was to 

15 Aristotle, Politics 5.1311b 
16 Ada-Maria Kuskowski, The Murder of Philip II of Macedon (The McGill Journal, 
2001), 25. 
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personally motivated to kill Philip and instead had to be convinced, by Alexander, to do 

the deed. After such a long time, it is likely, they argue, he would have simply gotten 

over it.  

However, Kuskowski has problems with this argument. For one, she argues given the 

unreliability of ancient recording, the date could have been much closer and the 

triangulation with an “Illyrian War” could simply refer to a smaller, more immediate 

war17.  Regardless, it is not like rape victims simply get over their rape. No matter how 

long the interval was it is impossible to substantiate the claim that Pausanias had forgiven 

Philip and Attalus and had killed Philip because of outside forces.  

In addition to the timing argument, Kuskowski also analyses the relationship between 

Philip and Alexander and its fragility, put forth by the conspiracy theorists. In this 

argument, Kuskowski agrees with most of the points Hammond originally put forth, 

while also commentating on the unusualness of Philip’s supposed treatment of 

Alexander, especially after incidents that are examples of “rifts” between the two, like 

Attalus’s speech.  According to Plutarch, Philip verbally Attacked Alexander after 

Alexander shouted down Attalus, which caused Alexander to flee. Kuskowski counters 

this by saying this is unusual treatment by Philip. Using a passage by Diodorus, she 

shows Philip cared greatly for Alexander and that most of these fight were out of 

character for a man who was clearly grooming Alexander for leadership up until that 

point18. On closer examination, the Diodorus quote she uses details a battle where Philip 

placed Alexander on the front line, in a position of great importance. As Kuskowski 

argues, for a man who was supposedly going to get rid of Alexander as soon as a better 

17 Ibid., 25. 
18 Ibid., 33. 
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son came along, the primary sources, other than Plutarch, do not indicate so. It must be 

noted that Kuskowski in no way acknowledges the information put forth by Carney on 

the political atmosphere of Macedon and the shakiness of succession. While she cannot 

by faulted for sticking strictly to certain primary sources and her interpretation of them, 

she certainly leaves out a lot of background information.  

The last source to look at is in The Cambridge Ancient History Journal, specifically 

an article by J.R. Ellis, which argues against a conspiracy. While Ellis does not quote any 

new primary sources for which to dispute either side’s claims, he does reiterate many of 

the anti-conspiracy sides arguments and back them up with claims of their own. One of 

the most important ones is to attack the legitimacy of Plutarch, especially when telling 

details that are far too intimate for him to justifiably know. One event Ellis attacks the 

conspiracy theorists for using, to show distance between Alexander and Philip, is the 

attempted marriage alliance between Philip’s other son and the Satrap of Caria’s 

daughter, the Pixadorus affair. Supposedly Alexander was angry he was overlooked and 

tried to step in, swiftly being punished by Philip19. Ellis backs up Hammonds claims that 

the assertions made by Plutarch are a farce and in no way describe which had previous 

been agreed upon. According to Ellis, “Both [Justin and Plutarch] are implausible and 

internally inconsistent,” and do not fit the time line at all, while also being inconsistent 

with Philip’s actions before and after20. While Ellis cites the inconsistencies associated 

with Olympias’s “exile,” which can be found in primary sources, he offers no primary 

sources that back up the timeline discrepancies. While it seems rather untenable to attack 

19 Plutarch, Alexander 10.3. 
20 J.R Ellis, “Macedonian Hegemony Created” in the Cambridge Ancient History 
Journal (University of Cambridge, 2008), 786. 
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Ellis for this, these assertions must be backed up. Simply attacking multiple primary 

sources that do detail the turmoil within the royal family and then fail to substantiate the 

claims with reputable sources leaves a hole in Ellis‘s credibility.  

 In addition, Ellis, in same vein as Kuskowski, finds it hard to believe Philip 

would suddenly turn from Alexander and choose another successor after years of 

supporting Alexander. As Ellis writes “In general terms, to imagine that after carefully 

grooming his successor for years Philip decided at this most critical time of all to 

abandon him is almost impossible.” Unlike Kuskowski, however, Ellis does not even cite 

instances of Philips faith in Alexander. While in this situation, it is well recorded they 

exists, Ellis continues to rely on logic alone to prove his theories. While it is all well and 

good that Philip actions would seem “impossible,” it is had to back up this argument with 

no primary source material. Ellis would have a far easier time making his argument if 

such events were cited. It certainly would be harder to argue against his assertions, 

though still in the realm of possibility, as others like Carney have done. In this case, it is 

impossible to examine the relationship between Ellis’s argument and the primary sources 

he uses, as they don’t exist.  

Alexander 

 The first secondary source to look at that contends Alexander did it is Ernst 

Badian. Overall, Badian takes a look at a couple of the reported events that help support 

the idea that Alexander and Philip were often at odds with each other, which in turn 

boiled over into full blown animosity. One of the most important events Badian writes 

about outlines how at a wedding feast for Philip and Cleopatra, one of his new wives, 

Attalus, one of Philip’s generals and uncle of the bride, stood up and asked the gods to 
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bless the marriage with a boy who would be more worthy of the throne. Badian records 

that Alexander acted violently, so much so that he fled the country for a bit21. Looking at 

Plutarch’s Alexander 9.4-5, the primary source Badian cites, we can see what the primary 

sources say about the incident. What Badian has written is right on for what Plutarch says 

happened, with the incident only resolving after an intimate conversation between Philip, 

Alexander, and the friend of Philip’s Alexander was staying with in Illyria. Given what 

Plutarch says and Badian interprets, it does seem there was animosity between father and 

son.  

The next incident Badian writes about is a marriage alliance Philip attempts to set 

up with the Satrap of Caria, Pixadorus. According to Badian, Philip planned to set up the 

Satrap’s daughter with one of his other son’s, Arridaeus. As a shrewd political 

maneuverer, Philip was no stranger to diplomatic marriages, himself taking on many 

wives for such reasons. However, it seems Alexander took offense to being, as he saw it, 

snubbed out. To quote Badian “In the story, Philip, hearing of this, explains to his errant 

son that the Crown Prince of Macedon was too good to marry into a Carian family.22” 

Looking to Plutarch’s Alexander again, 10.3, it seems Badian is correct in his 

interpretation. Indeed, he almost underrepresents the tongue-lashing Alexander receives 

from Philip for his impudence. Not only does Philip “severely unbraid his son23,” he also 

banishes a couple of Alexander’s friend, whom Alexander would recall after Philip’s 

death. These two instances of infighting between the two royals serve as the basis for 

many conspiracy theory arguments. While Philip may have wanted Alexander to take his 

21 E. Badian, The Death of Philip II (Classical Association of Canada, 1986), 244. 
22Badian, The Death of Philip II, 245. 
23 Plutarch, Alexander 10.3. 
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place as king, based on these stories, written by Plutarch, their relationship seems 

anything but steady. In its arguments the conspiracy side strives to not only establish 

cause for Alexander to hold a grudge against his father, but also for to deny Pausanias 

had strictly personal motives to kill Philip, meaning he needed edging on by Alexander to 

commit the deed. 

 One aspect of this narrative, which neither sides contends, is what was done to 

Pausanias, Philip bodyguard, to anger him. As the sources write, Pausanias, who was also 

Philip’s lover for a time, grew angry that Philip took a new lover and “[accused] him of 

being a hermaphrodite.24” This new lover confided in Attalus, one of Philip’s generals, 

who took care of Pausanias by getting him drunk and having him raped. According to 

Badian, Pausanias’s grievance was, understandably against Attalus “who had inflicted the 

insult on him,” and was only angry Philip only indirectly, as for not having punished 

Attalus at the time, and certainly not enough to want to kill him solely on this charge. For 

his interpretation, Badian quotes Diodorus Library 16.93.8. However, Badian leaves fails 

to acknowledge the following quote by Diodorus, which implicated that Pausanias, was 

actually very mad at Philip “Pausanias, nevertheless, nursed his wrath implacably, and 

yearned to avenge himself, not only on the one who had done him wrong, but also on the 

one who failed to avenge him.25” While Pausanias was mad at Attalus, it seems much of 

his anger was also directed at Philip for not having punished Attalus. Certainly more 

anger than Badian claims he had. One glaring weakness with this quote, however, is its 

private nature. It is hard to reconcile the fact that these were Pausanias’s personal 

thought, but they were somehow repeated and written down. While this quote itself may 

24 Diodorus, Library 16.93.4. 
25 Diodorus, Library 16.94.1. 
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not be able to prove Pausanias’s motive, it is not the only evidence used to indict 

Alexander. Badian is not the only source that contends a conspiracy, or the only one that 

contends Alexander and Philip were at odd with each other.  

While not a work which spends a lot of time on the assassination, the book The 

Campaigns of Alexander, edited by James Romm and drawing heavily off of Arrian, does 

mention, like Badian, the hostilities that existed between Alexander and Philip. Drawing 

further upon Plutarch’s Alexander, Romm argues that as soon as Philip was dead, 

Alexander brought his friends back and installed many of them in positions of power26/ 

While this does not directly implicate Alexander, he benefitted greatly from Philip’s 

death and moved swiftly to bring back his friends after his father’s death.   

Elizabeth Carney is the next author who contends there was a conspiracy to kill 

Philip. With Alexander leading it. However, she focuses more on establishing whether or 

not a conspiracy involving Alexander would be logical given what we know, while 

giving supporting evidence and supporting events, rather than taking Badian’s route an 

trying to directly show where Philip and his killers ran afoul. While she doesn’t talk 

much about Alexander and Philip’s relationship, she does closely examine Olympias’s 

and Philip’s. One of the more important things she writes about is the connection 

between Olympias and the assassin, Pausanias. Carney cites Plutarch27 and notes that 

after Philip’s murder, most of the blame did devolve onto Olympias28.  

 Alexander is also implicated, according to Carney, because of a private 

conversation he and Pausanias supposedly had where he basically tells Pausanias to take 

26 James Romm, Campaigns of Alexander (First Anchor Books, 2010), 112. 
27 Plutarch Alexander 10.4 
28 E. Carney, The Politics of Polygamy: Olympias, Alexander and the Murder of Philip 
(Franz Steiner Verlag, 1992), 15. 
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care of Attalus, Cleopatra, and Philip. Further along in Alexander 10.4, Alexander does 

make inflammatory comment to Pausanias, in confidence to kill those who stood in his 

way, Attalus, Cleopatra, and Philip. While Carney is correct in her interpretation of 

Plutarch’s writing, the writing itself is suspect. In this particular instance, it is difficult to 

believe that Plutarch would have known about such a private conversation, making this 

direct link between Pausanias and Alexander untenable at best. This isn’t to say, 

however, that the whole argument can de dismissed because no direct link can be made. 

Rather, it means a closer look at the other events is still required to determine validity of 

the whole argument.  

 One of the last pieces of supporting evidence Carney attempts is to show is how a 

history of regicide is interwoven into the royal history of Macedon and how this could 

have influenced Alexander. To quote Carney “Diodorus (15.71.1) reports that Ptolemy 

Alorites killed his brother in law Alexander and ruled for himself, only to be killed in 

turn by a second brother-in-law, Perdikkas, who then succeeded to the throne.29” As 

Carney further explains “attempted regicide was common because primogeniture was 

insecurely establish, because the king’s power was perceived as essentially personal 

rather than institutional, and because the Macedonian court preserves a rather explosive 

relationship between monarch and young aristocrat.30” As a young aristocrat, Alexander 

had cause for concern, even with Philip’s previous altruistic actions towards him. This is 

especially poignant given the recent remarriage of Philip to Cleopatra.   

 While not directly implicating Alexander, the scholar Elizabeth Baynham does 

write about suspect actions Alexander took long after Philip’s death. According to 

29 E. Carney, Regicide in Macedonia (1983), 261. 
30 E. Carney, Regicide in Macedonia (1983), 272 
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Baynham, the ancient scholar Curtius writes that Alexander consulted a seer and was told 

his father’s murders had “suffered punishment.” However, like the private conversation 

that supposedly happened between Alexander and Pausanias, it would only be Alexander 

who could report such things. As the only person able to talk about such events 

happening, in this instance, Alexander may be trying to further clear himself of wrong 

doing through divine insight. In addition, there is little logic to the idea that he would say 

his father’s murders have not suffered punishment, as it throws too much into doubt. 

Regardless of what the seer actually said and what Curtius actually writes, what 

Alexander supposedly says happened fits to nicely into the narrative Alexander himself 

was trying to sell.  

Finally, as I alluded to earlier when talking about other Macedonians indicted for 

Philip’s murder, there are scholars who not only dismiss the idea that the Lyncestian 

brothers were guilty, but pin the blame on Alexander himself. For this, we can look at the 

work Alexander the Great: A New History by Waldemar Heckel and Lawrence Tritle. In 

this work, the writers address the ancient, and modern, idea that the two brothers were 

guilty of conspiring to kill Philip. As the authors purport if it is true these brothers 

conspired with Pausanias, then they gave him little help. This vagueness in reporting, the 

authors contend, would have suited Alexander. While the authors of this text do not 

directly implicate Alexander in the assassination, they do dismiss the ancient views that 

the Lyncestian brother had anything to do with the murder. As the authors state, it was 

certainly in Alexander’s favor to not only kill these contenders, but also do away with his 
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father31. If the brothers were involved, they were downright inept. Not only did they 

provide no discernable help to Pausanias, they did not secure any help from a higher 

power to protect themselves from the seemingly inevitable trial.  

Neutral Parties 

 While it is important to hear arguments on both sides, sometimes the best sources 

are the ones without any stake in the discussion. For this, Briant is a wonderful informant. 

While he devotes almost no space to the murder, he does mention the Pixadorus affair. 

According to Briant ”Philip was preparing, though diplomatic means, a beachhead in 

Asia Minor,” through diplomatic ties such as the marriage32. While this would normally 

support the idea that this marriage almost took place and support the conspiracy side, it is 

interesting to note that again, the only ancient source that Briant cites that talks about the 

Pixadorus affair and subsequently the fall out between Alexander and Philip is Plutarch. 

While not all of Plutarch stories can be taken as true, each one must be looked at 

individually and determined valid or not. For the Pixadorus affair, none of the details 

Plutarch records seem out of the ordinary and fit with how order of events are described.   

 One important piece of information, which may back up the supposed rift 

between Philip and Olympias, is the unique naming of Philip’s new bride, Cleopatra, at 

their wedding. According to Hammond, Philip’s mothers name was Eurydice, which 

meant, that as Queen Mother, her name was tied to the title. This meant that any mother 

of a successive king would be considered Queen Mother. Accordingly, if the inscription 

on Cleopatra’s tomb is to be believed, Philip did name her Eurydice, meaning she would 

31 Waldemar Heckel and Lawrence A. Tritle, Alexander the Great: A New History 
(Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2009) 
32 Briant From Cyrus to Alexander: A History of the Persian Empire (Eisenbrauns, 
2001), 1042. 
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become the future Queen Mother, if she bore him a male child33. As Hammond further 

explains, this would have dishonored Olympias, which would also explain her flight to 

Molossia as detailed in Arrian34.  Cleopatra was one of Olympias and Alexander’s 

greatest threats. While the children of Philip’s wives were held in equal honor, any born 

by Cleopatra would not only have raised her to the status of Queen Mother, but the child 

would have also had the advantage and honor of being fully Macedonian, something that 

Alexander was not and therefore was clearly desirable.  

 

Ancient Sources 

To further examine the arguments on both sides. it also helps to look at what the 

ancient sources report on the matter. Could Philip have changed his mind and favored his 

new son? Attalus seems to think so. His wedding toast during Philip and Cleopatra’s 

wedding certainly points to the idea that a full-blooded Macedonian son would take 

precedent over Alexander. Given what is known, it is still harder to believe that even if 

Philip lived out his years, that Alexander’s rise to power would have been easy. As 

Hammond outlines in The End of Philip, a chapter in the book The Greek World in the 

Fourth Century, Philip survived to be king only by killing off five other aspirants to the 

throne35. Furthermore, if Carney’s analyses of Macedonian politics and royal ascension 

are to be believed, and with the corresponding primary sources, it is hard not to, even 

before Philip, Macedon had a history of regicide. Alexander knew, even if his position 

33 Hammond, Philip of Macedon, 173. 
34 Arian. 3.6.5. 
35N.G.L. Hammond, “The End of Philip” in The Greek World in the Fourth Century, 
edited by Lawrence Tritle, (Routledge, London, 1997), 166. 
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was “assured,” it almost certainly wasn’t. Given the evidence, it is also apparent that 

Olympias and Philip had problems, which would have aggravated Alexander even 

further. 

Throughout the anti-conspiracy arguments, there are attempts to discredit the sources, 

which contend some type of conspiracy, most often Plutarch, with Justin and Arrian 

coming under fire as well. However, barring the illogical inclusion of the direct link 

between Alexander and Pausanias, these primary sources stand up to the scrutiny of the 

opposition. While the anti-conspiracy writers accuse these men of writing events that 

seem illogical, overwhelmingly they simply attack them with their own logic, with little 

primary source backup. Barring further evidence, what these ancient sources have written 

does stand up to scrutiny and cannot be felled simply because they are “implausible.” The 

relationship between the anti-conspiracy arguments and many of their sources is basic 

and lacks enough bones to take down the conspiracy side. In contrast, the conspiracy 

side, while leaning a might too much on the illogical connection between Pausanias and 

Alexander, bases much of their arguments not only directly on primary sources, but also 

on a surrounding body of evidence. Given what both sides deicide to include in their 

arguments, what they chose to leave out, and their interpretations of the primary sources, 

along with the logicalness of the arguments, I believe the conspiracy side, at least the one 

that contends Alexander was involved, presents a far better case and is right in their 

assertion that there was a conspiracy to assassinate Philip, with Alexander and Olympias 

likely being involved in some way. 

 

Conclusion 
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Overall, there seems to be many moving parts in the narrative that is the assassination 

of Philip II of Macedon. Since Plutarch’s connection between Alexander and Pausanias is 

doesn’t make sense, it is impossible link Alexander and Pausanias directly. However, 

given the surrounding body of evidence, suppositions can be made. While Philip’s 

actions may have pointed to Alexander getting the throne, as Kuskowski and Ellis assert, 

the history of Macedonian royalty tells us it was no sure thing. Especially with the arrival 

of a new, fully Macedonian baby, Alexander would have cause for concern. If the baby 

came of age before Alexander assumed full power, he would have been in trouble. Quite 

frankly, there was never anything to stop Philip form simply changing his mind, 

especially if a far better candidate suddenly emerged.  

While the ancient conviction that the Lyncestian brothers were involved seems 

interesting, as Heckle and Tritle have written about, it seems very unlikely when fully 

scrutinized.  Not only is it unlikely that the brothers could have provided significant 

support to Pausanias in his endeavor, anything they supposedly did provide proved for 

naught, given Pausanias quick killing and their own conviction in a conspiracy that there 

were far and away from. However, if the idea that Alexander or even Olympias were 

involved is entertained, not only does the whole story make far more sense, the brothers 

conviction and Pausanias’s rash attack seem far more likely. With Alexander’s 

involvement, the death of the brother makes far more sense, given that Alexander was 

eliminating rivals to his throne. The only way to survive, as the third brother showed, was 

to immediately proclaim Alexander king, thereby removing oneself from contention. 

While this exact supposition is not supported by any primary source, the idea that the 

brothers could have been involved falls apart under closer scrutiny. 
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